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Happy llama sad llama mentally deranged llama

the lyrics of the song Llama: Here is a llama, there's a llama, and another little Llama Fuzzy Lama, Funny Lama, llama llama duck Llama Llama, llama, cheesecake, llama, tablet, brick, potato llama, llama llama, llama llama duck llama I was once a treehouse, I lived in a cake, although I never saw the way, the orange killed the rake, I was only three years dead , but told a story and
now listen, toddler, on the safety railway Have you ever seen a llama, llama kiss, llama llama, llama flavors, duck llama half llama, twice llama, no llama, farmer llama llama in a car, alarm a llama llama duck is what it's called now? Is everything that old? Is it made of lemon juice? doorknob, ankle, cold now my song is getting thin, I'm out of luck! time for me to retire now, and
become a duck &lt;repeats for= another= uncountable= number= of= times=&gt;by wrskft August 21, 2007Get a llama song mug for James's dad. A fantastically random fire song. There's no melody, you just say the words in their natural rhythm. (actions in parentheses) (make a llama head with your hand touching the tip of your thumb on the edge of the ring and your middle
fingers, index finger and baby fingers straight up) happy llama (regular llama, see above) sad llama (droop ear fingers) completely rad lama (make a blade with both hands, shake them a little in rhythm, as if you're cool...;) super llama (2 llama go from your hips, swooping up) llama drama (llama kissing hands) big fat llama blade (put hands next to each other and put inside fingers
down to make a giant llama head) baby llama (2 llama kissing your cheeks) crazy llama (circular movements with both llamas either side of your head) don't forget barack ollama (same action as super llama) what about the dali llama? (makes llama in meditation fingers) fish, fish (put both hands out in front, palms down) more (roll hands over eachother) fish (hand out front again)
turtle (make the clumsy turtle) UH (bear turtle to your chest) unicorn (bring both hands up to your forehead) peacock (fan hands out on each side, somewhat like a peacock tail) The last lines should be said as quickly as possible : turtle Let's sing the llama song YES Happy lama, sad llama, totally rad llama. Super llama, drama llama, fat llama mom. Baby llama, crazy llama, don't
forget Barack Allama! What about the dali llama? Fish, fish, fish. TURTLE(UH)UNICORNPEACOCK!by esteeach July 27, 2011See a llama song mug for your brother-in-law Trump.Happy llama, Sad llama, mentally disturbed llama, Super lama, Drama llama, Big fat mama llama. Llama, llama, llama, who's this big llama? You're starting all this drama? It's me, bitch. yes, I'm that
llama, that llama you hate, with these. big eyes, and sweet thighs. I mean, yes, look at me, I'm this l-l-a-m-a who doesn't even care what you have to say, oops! Happy llama, sad llama, mentally disturbed llama, Super llama, Drama llama, Big fat llama llama. Back to Basics, &lt;/repeats&gt; &lt;/repeats&gt; That bitch in Craigsleist looks like a rapist. Wait, why am I in Craigsling?
yes, to buy a llama that's going to be my new mom. Mom, llama, mom, llama, llama, llama, mom, llama, llama, hold on! Wait a minute.x4: Llama, llama, shine, shine, looks like a diamond, diamondllama song by twainzby llama goddess October 23, 2015Ging the llama song neck gait and mug. Happy llama, sad llama, mentally disturbed llama, Super llama, Drama llama, Big fat
llama llama. Llama, llama, llama, who's this big llama? You're starting all this drama? It's me, bitch. yes, I'm that llama, that llama you despise, with those big eyes, and the luscious thighs. I mean, yes, look at me, I'm this l-l-a-m-a who doesn't even care what you have to say, oops! Happy llama, sad llama, mentally disturbed llama, Super llama, Drama llama, Big fat llama llama.
Back to basics, I'm that bitch on Craigslist who looks like a rapist. Wait, why am I in Craigsling? yes, to buy a llama that's going to be my new mom. Mom, llama, mom, llama, llama, llama, mom, llama, llama, hold on! Wait a minute.x4: Llama, llama, shine, shine, looks like a diamond, diamondllama song by twanizby llama goddess October 23, 2015Ging the llama song neck gait
and mug. November 5 trending Twaimz Lyrics The song Lama Happy llama Sad llama Mentally disturbed llama Super llama Drama llama Big fat mom llama Llama Llama, llama, llama, who is this big llama? You're starting all this drama? It's me, bitch. Happy lama Sad llama Mentally disturbed llama Super llama Drama llama Big fat mama llama Back to basics I'm this bitch on
craigslist This looks like a rapist Wait, why am I on craigslist? Oh yes, to buy a llama This will be my new mom mom, llama mom, llama llama, llama mom, llama mom, llama hold up! Wait for a thin Llama, llama, shine, shine, look like diamond, diamond llama, llama, shine, shine, look like diamond, diamond llama, llama, shine, shine, thanks to Jazmine for adding these lyrics.
Thanks to Cindy, Elizabeth Nelson for correcting these lyrics. Author(s): Twaimz Category: Songs Aka Happy Lama Sad Lama Tune See the video below Song Action Type The llama is done by placing up your baby's finger and index finger only and holding your other two fingers down with your thumb Similar Songs Lyrics Happy lama/ upright blade Sad llama / llama point down
Completely rad llama / turn llama on their side towards each other and shake up and down Super lama / scoop blade up Blade drama / make llama kiss Big fat llama momma / join llama along with placing two pointer down Baby llama / place llama for dimples Crazy llama / circle llama around your ears Don't forget Barack Ollama / scoop scoop Up Fish, fish, more fish/position
right out, palm down, then left hand on top, roll hands around each other for more and return them to the original position for the last Turtle fish/Hands together, palms down UH! / pull turtle in unicorn stomach / make horn on Peacock's head! / put your hands out on the side with fingers spread like happy llama wings, Sad llama, mentally disturbed llama, Super llama, Drama llama,
Big fat mom llama. Llama, llama, llama, who's this big llama? You're starting all this drama? It's me, bitch. yes, I'm that llama, that llama you despise, with those big eyes, and the luscious thighs. I mean, yes, look at me, I'm this l-l-a-m-a who doesn't even care what you have to say, oops! Happy llama, sad llama, mentally disturbed llama, Super llama, Drama llama, Big fat llama
llama. Back to basics, I'm that bitch on Craigslist who looks like a rapist. Wait, why am I in Craigsling? yes, to buy a llama that's going to be my new mom. Mom, llama, mom, llama, llama, llama, mom, llama, llama, hold on! Wait a minute. Llama, llama, shine, shine, look like diamond, diamond llama, llama, shines, shines, looks like diamond, diamond llama, llama, llama, shines,
shines, llama blade drop it, fall Don't, stop it, stop llama llama pop it, pop it like rocket, rocket 1, 2, 4, 3 None of these llamas look better than me and don't be crazy Don't be crazy Don't be bad Because I'm on your TV like Oh my God, who's that? I'm that llama you can't be a Five Star Llama starting drama Like a big fat mama mama Eeneie minenie miney mo Seduce a llama like
a pro And if she yells let me know Cause Imma take that llama home Happy lama, sad llama mentally disturbed llama Super llama, drama llama Big fat llama Bring it back once more in La-looking like a diamond llama I'm so giant I don't like to stay silent SHHHHH Runs through the fields With my sorrows where I belong And if you hated me I wouldn't be singing this stupid song
like Happy Lama, crazy llama Extremely depressed llama Crazy lama, baby llama Big fat lazy lama Happy llama, rad llama extremely possessed llama , granny llama Big fat pajama llama Happy lama, sad llama mentally disturbed llama Super llama, drama llama Big fat mom llama +100Join Yahoo Answers and get 100 points today.
Terms%Privacy%AdChoices%RSS%HelpAbout Answers%Community Guidelines%Leaderboard%Knowledge Partners%Points &amp; LevelsSend Feedback) Happy Mama, Sad Mama, Totally Rad Mama! Super Llama, Drama Llama, Fat Mom Llama! Baby Llama, Crazy Llama, Don't Forget Barack O Lama Fish, Fish MORE Fish, Turtle Uh Unicorn Peacock! the lyrics of the song
Llama: Here is a llama, there is a llama, and another small Fuzzy Lama, Funny Lama, llama llama duck Llama Llama, llama, cheesecake, llama, tablet, brick, potato llama, llama llama, llama llama duck I was once a treehouse, I lived in a cake, although I too saw the road, the orange killed the rake, I was only three years dead, but told a story and now listen, toddler, on the safety
railway Have you ever seen a llama, llama kiss, on llama llama, llama flavors, duck llama half llama, twice llama, no llama, farmer llama llama llama in a car, alarm a llama llama duck is what it's called now? Is everything that old? Is it made of lemon juice? doorknob, ankle, cold now my song is getting thin, I'm out of luck! time for me to retire now, and become a duck &lt;repeats
for= another= uncountable= number= of= times=&gt;by wrskft August 21, 2007Get a llama song mug for James's dad. A fantastically random fire song. There's no melody, you just say the words in their natural rhythm. (actions in parentheses) (make a llama head with your hand touching the tip of your thumb on the edge of the ring and your middle fingers, index finger and baby
fingers straight up) happy llama (regular llama, see above) sad llama (droop ear fingers) completely rad lama (make a blade with both hands, shake them a little in rhythm, as if you're cool...;) super llama (2 llama go from your hips, swooping up) llama drama (llama kissing hands) big fat llama blade (put hands next to each other and put inside fingers down to make a giant llama
head) baby llama (2 llama kissing your cheeks) crazy llama (circular movements with both llamas either side of your head) don't forget barack ollama (same action as super llama) what about the dali llama? (makes llama in meditation fingers) fish, fish (put both hands out in front, palms down) more (roll hands over eachother) fish (hand out front again) turtle (make the clumsy
turtle) UH (bear turtle to your chest) unicorn (bring both hands up to your forehead) peacock (fan hands out on each side, somewhat like a peacock tail) The last lines should be said as quickly as possible : turtle Let's sing the llama song YES Happy lama, sad llama, totally rad llama. Super llama, drama llama, fat llama mom. Baby llama, crazy llama, don't forget Barack Allama!
What about the dali llama? Fish, fish, fish. TURTLE(UH)UNICORNPEACOCK!by esteeach July 27, 2011See a llama song mug for your brother-in-law Trump.Happy llama, Sad llama, mentally disturbed llama, Super lama, Drama llama, Big fat mama llama. Llama, llama, llama, who's this big llama? You're starting all this drama? It's me, bitch. yes, I'm that llama, that llama you
despise, with those big eyes, and the luscious thighs. I mean, yes, look at me, I'm this l-l-a-m-a who doesn't even care what you have to say, oops! Happy llama, sad llama, mentally disturbed llama, Super llama, Drama llama, Big fat llama llama. Back to basics, I'm that bitch in Who looks like a rapist. Wait, why am I in Craigsling? yes, to buy a llama that's going to be my new
mom. Mom, llama, mom, llama, llama, llama, mom, llama, llama, hold on! Wait a minute.x4: Llama, llama, shine, shine, look like a diamond, diamondllama song from &lt;/repeats&gt; &lt;/repeats&gt; lama goddess October 23, 2015Ging the song llama neck gait and mug. Happy llama, sad llama, mentally disturbed llama, Super llama, Drama llama, Big fat llama llama. Llama, llama,
llama, who's this big llama? You're starting all this drama? It's me, bitch. yes, I'm that llama, that llama you despise, with those big eyes, and the luscious thighs. I mean, yes, look at me, I'm this l-l-a-m-a who doesn't even care what you have to say, oops! Happy llama, sad llama, mentally disturbed llama, Super llama, Drama llama, Big fat llama llama. Back to basics, I'm that bitch
on Craigslist who looks like a rapist. Wait, why am I in Craigsling? yes, to buy a llama that's going to be my new mom. Mom, llama, mom, llama, llama, llama, mom, llama, llama, hold on! Wait a minute.x4: Llama, llama, shine, shine, looks like a diamond, diamondllama song by twanizby llama goddess October 23, 2015Ging the llama song neck gait and mug. Nov 5 trend trends
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